U tube corvette

After years of waiting for the mid-engine Corvette to make its debut, the pressure was on for
Chevrolet to deliver a modern-day icon. As the C8-generation car enters its second model year,
we are happy to report that its status is preservedâ€”in fact, it's elevated. The Corvette offers
impressive performance, a hp V-8 engine, and an affordable base price, which helped it snag a
10Best award for Both a coupe and a convertible are offered, and the Corvette's two-seat cabin
is spacious and comfortable for full-size adults. Beyond its spectacular performance, Chevy's
engineers made the ride supple enough for daily commuting and cross-country road trips, yet
with the Z51 package the Vette is track-capable. Cargo space is limited, but golf clubs still fit in
the back, and the front trunk frunk offers a deep well that'll easily hold a carry-on suitcase.
Despite holding steady on the Corvette's pricing for , Chevrolet has added a few standard
features , including wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, new options for the digital gauge
display, and a Buckle-to-Drive safety feature that prevents the standard automatic transmission
from shifting out of park until the driver has buckled their seat belt. On top of that, any Corvette
can now be ordered with the optional magnetorheological dampers as a standalone option;
previously, to get them you'd have to purchase expensive Z51 performance package.
Cosmetically, a new Full Length Dual Racing Stripe package is available, with stripes in blue,
orange, red, or yellow. A new gray-and-yellow interior color scheme has also been added to the
options sheet. The Corvette is available as either a coupe or a convertible with a folding hard
top. Since the coupe's roof lifts off for open-top motoring anyway, we'd stick with it. The Z51
performance package is also a must-have as it brings all of the Corvette's best
performance-oriented gear. Although the engine is in a new locationâ€”now behind the
passenger compartment instead of in front of itâ€”it remains a 6. With the dual-mode
performance exhaust that is part of the Z51 package, it makes horsepower. The Z51 option also
adds an electronic limited-slip rear differential, more aggressive brakes, and summer tires. An
eight-speed dual-clutch automatic a Corvette first is the sole transmission. It is controlled either
by a push-button gear selector on the center console or by using two large
steering-wheel-mounted shift paddles. A manual transmission is not available. In our testing, we
recorded a zero-tomph time of 2. We managed a braking distance of feet from 70 mph and
recorded 1. Even in base form, however, the new Corvette is capable of heroic handling and
delivers big thrills on both road and track. The Corvette earns EPA fuel economy ratings of 15
mpg city, 27 mpg highway, and 19 mpg combined. We subjected it to our own mile highway
fuel-economy test and recorded 26 mpg, 1 mpg less than expected. The last
generationâ€”remember the Corvette with the engine in the front? The new Corvette's interior
remains a two-seat layout, but the cabin is moved up closer to the car's nose to accommodate
the mid-mounted engine. The interior is lined in materials such as leather, real metal, and
imitation suede and even has a stitched headliner. Speaking of the roof, it's removable just like
those of previous Corvettes, and it fits inside the car's trunk just aft of the engine compartment.
The rear trunk also can accommodate two golf bags, and a front trunk offers space for luggage
or cargo while the roof is stowed. The driver sits behind a squared-off steering wheel and a The
interior design takes the driver-focused concept to the max, bisecting the cockpit with a tall
bank of switches for the car's climate-control system. Overall, the new Vette's cabin is quite
good. Upgrading to the 3LT package gets you upgraded materials such as sewn leather on most
of its interior surfaces, plus carbon-fiber trim. The new Corvette offers two trunk areas, one
ahead of the passenger compartment and one behind the engine, for a total of 13 cubic feet of
storage space. Chevrolet says the Corvette can fit two sets of golf clubs in the rear
compartment when they are stacked on top of each other. In our testing , we were able to fit our
set of clubs easily, so Chevy's claim seems valid. When it came to seeing if there was room for
our carry-on-size suitcases, we were able to fit one in the Corvette's front trunk and two in the
rear compartment. The new Corvette uses Chevrolet's Infotainment 3 Plus system, which
features an 8. The system is easy to use and quick to respond to commands. The Corvette can
be had with a limited number of driver-assistance features , and none are standard on the base
model. Key safety features include:. While its performance is amazing, the Corvette's warranty
coverage is strictly average. At least the first maintenance service is covered at no cost. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew
Dorian. More on the Chevrolet Corvette. Marc Urbano Car and Driver. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. High expectations are a
bitch. Whether you're anticipating Adele's next album, Ron Howard's next movie, or Christian
Yelich's next at-bat, it's only human to feel a little deflated if it doesn't turn out just the way
you'd dreamed it would. And, so, the deflation potential is high with the new mid-engined
Chevrolet Corvette. From the moment that rumors surfaced that the engine in the next
C8-generation Corvette might move behind the seats, the presumption that the car would be a
breakthrough, a revelation, and a revolution has followed it like a moon shadow. Now it's here.

And it does look more like a Ferrari than a Corvette, with the same cabin-forward proportions as
every hyperfast, megadollar exotic on the market. And we've driven it extensively. So, has
Chevrolet built a supercar for the massesâ€”an American Ferrariâ€”or simply a better Corvette?
The answer is yesâ€”but with an asterisk. It's complicated. We drove it on the road. We
track-tested it to scrutinize its performance capabilities. And we timed laps at Grattan Raceway
outside of Grand Rapids, Michigan, in both the C8 and a similarly equipped C7-gen Z51 Vette to
see whether the mid-engine model's claimed handling advantage over its front-engine
predecessor is real. LOWS: Styling pales next to a Ferrari's, square steering wheel is still weird,
engine note too subdued around town. After all that poking and prodding, we have concluded
that the new C8 is spectacular, amazing, and supremely capable. Maybe even revolutionary.
And we've also come to the realization that, despite its long list of compelling attributes, it's still
not quite everything we had hoped it would be. Like we said, it's complicated. Whatever the
world's expectations for the C8, Chevy had its own. Yes, the company wanted to appeal to
younger buyers who once tacked posters of Lamborghini Countachs to their bedroom walls.
But the Corvette, once again called the Stingray, was designed to occupy the same place in the
market as before. Nor did the Corvette team want to shock its loyal owners with a car so alien
that they couldn't abide it. Untangling our feelings about the C8 Stingray starts with examining
its performance, which definitely lives up to expectations. With Note that our heavily optioned
test car weighed pounds, more than a C7 Z51 we tested. With the dual-mode performance
exhaust that's included in the Z51 package, the 6. That's up 35 ponies from the C7 Z51's engine,
which keeps the pounds-per-horsepower ratios of the two cars virtually equal. Aided by its
quick-shifting eight-speed dual-clutch automaticâ€” the only transmission available â€”and a
well-calibrated launch-control system, the C8 rips off zero-tomph runs in 2. That's 1. The C8
even betters the zero-tomph runs of the quickest hp C7 Z06 and hp C7 ZR1 that we've strapped
our test gear to, both of which lose the struggle with grip in low gears. Yes, they are traveling
faster than the new Vette by the end of the quarter-mile, which the C8 does in The C8 stopped
from 70 mph in feet and hung on to the skidpad at 1. Neither of those chassis metrics are
improvements over the C7, which stopped in feet and circled the skidpad at 1. Partial blame can
be cast at the C8's weight gain. However, the full extent of the latest Corvette's handling
superiority would play out during hot lapping at the racetrack. While the C8's performance
places it within the bounds of the supercar class, character matters as much as capability. It's
here where your expectations will affect how you feel about the C8. Make no mistake, if you
want to haul ass down a writhing piece of asphalt, this car will do it at astounding velocities,
with a viselike grip on the pavement and the haughty assuredness of a car born to the task.
There are six driving modes, and the FE4 damper package also includes the Performance
Traction Management system for fine-tuning the car's stability control for track use. Switch into
any of the more aggressive settings with the awkward-to-use dial on the center console, punch
the push-button shifter into manual mode, and hang on. The faster you go, the better the C8
feels. The steering cuts like a race car's, and the cornering limits are virtually out of reach on
the streetâ€”though steering feel and feedback aren't as communicative as those from a
Porsche or a McLaren S. Boiling out of corners on full throttle, the big V-8 thunders like a
NASCAR engine, and the dual-clutch automatic delivers crisp shifts when you pull the paddles
on the back of the steering wheel. Most of the time, you won't be blazing twisty roads like a
four-wheeled flamethrower; you'll be wanting a car that's a little more Zen. Bimodal, everyday
usability has long been a Corvette trait, and the C8 continues that tradition. In Tour mode, it
transmogrifies into a laid-back daily driver, with a ride smoother than many sports sedan's,
steering lighter than a Malibu's, and an engine note that's barely a murmur. The transmission
eases through its eight gears unnoticed, though it can be a bit lazy to downshift if you stab the
throttle. Extensive acoustic insulation has made the C8 not only quieter by three decibels at 70
mph than the C7, but just plain quiet. This kind of dynamic bandwidth is almost unheard of in
the mid-engine exotic realm. The GT2 chairs in our test car were soft in the right places yet
wonderfully supportive for amped-up cornering. This is a car you can drive anytime,
anywhereâ€”including clear across the countryâ€”without it tiring you out. Plus, it has useful
space in the front and rear cargo holds. So, go ahead, take it to the supermarket. But normal
driving also is where the C8 gets tripped up by elevated expectations. More than a few of us
were hoping for more character, more drama, and more personality when we weren't
hammering it. Ferraris and Lamborghinis snarl at you like caged tigers even when you're just
moseying through downtown. The steering of Porsches and McLarens is more vivid than the
Corvette's at low speeds. We sometimes wished the new Stingray felt a little louder and brasher,
a bit more like the C7. Can a car that looks this angry actually be too refined? That's where the
asterisk comes in. We have few reservations about the new Stingray's interior, though. You sit
farther forward compared with the seating position in the C7, though the view over the deep

instrument panel isn't as panoramic as it is in some other mid-engine cars. The wall-like cabin
divider that houses the climate controls looks obtrusive but isn't. The odd squared-off steering
wheel is, surprisingly, as easy to use as a circular one, and it provides a clear view of the
programmable digital gauge cluster. The steering-column stalks are a bit of a reach, and the
glare on the rear glass sometimes hides what's behind you. The electronic rearview mirror
camera that's standard on 2LT and 3LT trims solves this problem, though; it provides an
unobstructed view of anything behind you. Overall, this is by far the best Corvette interior ever.
The C8 also is the most impressive Corvette ever. But it would drop the price considerably. This
is nothing less than the democratization of the exotic car. And consider this: The C8 Stingray is
but the opening salvo in Chevy's supercar revolution. It's a known secret that several hotter C8s
will soon follow, powered by high-revving, DOHC valve flat-plane-crank V-8s starting at plus
horsepower and ranging up to a hybrid with nearly ponies. Those versions likely will deliver all
the snarl anyone could want. That's the future. This is now, and it's clear that the new C8 isn't
just a better Corvette, but a supercar for the rest of usâ€”imperfections be damned. You'll just
have to readjust your expectations to suit. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Marc Urbano Car and Driver. Best of
the Year. Corvette vs. Cayman GT4 Comparo. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. We are afforded
endless opportunities to delve headlong into topics that we are passionate about, and
resources pertaining to such are often plentiful. Because of this, it is only fitting that the true
American sports car has become the focal point of numerous Internet publications, blogs, and
forums. However, for those that savor the opportunity to engross themselves in all things
Corvette, few forms of media have received as much attention as of late as that of YouTube
channels and podcasts. These media streams have allowed Vette owners and enthusiasts alike
full access into the world of the Corvette, and into the very minds of those that share their
passion for this iconic car with the masses. There is no shortage of YouTube channels and
podcasts dedicated to the Corvette and the lifestyle of those that own, drive, and collect them.
The number of such media streams continue to grow with the passing of each successive year,
and the level and depth of content that these outlets cover is expanding rapidly. The following
dedicated Corvette podcasts and YouTube channels offer something for every Corvette
enthusiast, and are precisely what you need when long overdue for your daily horsepower and
nostalgia fix. The Corvette Channel offers a little bit of everything for Corvette die-hards from
every walk of life. From a C4 knock sensor replacement video, to C8-R racing footage, it can all
be found on the Corvette Channel. This is the exact thought process behind the Corvette Ben
YouTube channel. Watch as barn-find classics are saved from a slow, certain death, and the full
restoration process unfolds before your very eyes. This channel features many videos
chronicling all things Corvette. Also included are outtakes, bloopers, and other
never-before-seen footage from the Corvette Nation television show. The Corvettes YouTube
channel chronicles the experiences of a performance die-hard, Corvette enthusiast as he
navigates through saying goodbye to his previous Vette, and taking shipment of his new ZR
This channel also includes some basic mod videos and is especially rich in ZR-1 and Z06
content. This channel specifies that all videos are family-friendly. So gather up your children,
and treat them to some wholesome American performance-based content. If finding out exactly
what a particular Corvette is capable of in the quarter-mile gets your blood pumping, then fire
up your computer and hold on, because the HighTech Corvette YouTube channel is calling your
name. This channel features an array of drag racing videos for those that prefer their YouTube
feed to be filled with burnouts and blistering fast acceleration. Though non-Corvette related
videos are also included on this channel, they make up a relatively small percentage of the
overall viewing. The My Corvette Life channel offers viewers a wealth of insightful and
informative videos relating to Corvette mods, repair, tuning, and component analysis. Also
included are walkthroughs of specific Corvette shows and Corvette lifestyle videos. If you value
a hands-on approach to Corvette ownership, this is the channel for you. This channel also
features a wide array of how-tos and videos on the latest Corvette market updates. For insight
into the latest details about Corvette development, the Corvette Blogger channel is full of
worthwhile viewing. A number of video interviews with members of the Corvette racing team are
also a must-see cornerstone of the Corvette Blogger channel. Are you planning a trip to
Bowling Green, Kentucky, in the near future? This channel also features several entertaining
Corvette lifestyle and culture videos. The Lost Corvettes channel has quite an interesting tale to
tell. This channel chronicles the restoration of thirty-six barn find Corvettes, as they are brought

back to their former glory. The channel runs in parallel to the History Channel limited series of
the same name. To further up the ante, all 36 fully restored Corvettes are to be given away in
conjunction with the continuation of this series. The Corvette Dude channel is dedicated to
showing the ins and outs of Corvette ownership from a first-hand perspective. The Corvette
Mechanic Podcast covers a wide variety of topics on Corvette ownership, club membership,
upcoming rallies, and other events. The latest Corvette news and
honda civic part
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media releases are also covered at length, to keep listeners abreast of the latest rumblings in
the Corvette world. Several tech-related topics are also covered from time to time, many of
which regarding common drivability and service concerns. Have you ever wished that you could
get inside the minds of some of the greats in Corvette engineering history? With the Corvette
Chief Engineer Podcast, you can do just that. Join former Corvette Chief Engineer Dave
Mclellan as he covers virtually any topic of Corvette design and development fathomable. Dave
also interviews others within the inner workings of the Corvette design team, past and present,
to give you an all-access guide into the minds of those that made the iconic American sports
car into what it is today. Corvettes For Sale. Submit News. Share Tweet. See all results. This
website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to
use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks.

